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HAIDA NATION REJECTS NORTHERN GATEWAY DECISION

Life goes on:
Old Massett Fire Department
volunteer Peter White with trainee
Logan White handling the hose.
– page 12
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Press release issued June17, 2014

Haida Nation Rejects Northern Gateway Decision
“We will uphold our responsibilities and Haida laws to protect our territory,” said President of
the Haida Nation, Kil tlaats’gaa, Peter Lantin.
The Haida Nation is rooted in 10,000 years of co-existence with Haida Gwaii and holds
unceded title and rights to the marine area proposed for the tanker routes.
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“We will not allow the Northern Gateway tanker and pipeline project to proceed,” said
President Lantin.
The Haida Nation has opposed the project since its announcement in 2006. Northern Gateway’s
safety record, the potential of an oil spill, and increased tanker traffic threaten the environment –
the basis of a healthy economy.
“We will take our fight to the land, sea and courts to uphold and protect Haida territory, and to
ensure clean water, clean air, and a healthy way of life for future generations,” he said.
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process that many saw as fundamentally flawed.
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“Our people, along with First Nations, municipalities and people from across BC have said ‘no’
to this project,” said Kil tlaats ’gaa. “We will not stand aside and allow corporate and foreign
interests to irreparably harm the environment, our cultures, and our way of life.”

Xiihliikingang, April Churchill (left) and Laanas, Tamara Davidson were the successful applicants, each securing a seat
on the HaiCo board. Both women bring cultural, administrative and political skills to the board.

“The Haida Nation has a unique legal position, with the Supreme Court of Canada recognizing
the strength of the Haida Title case. Over the last 25 years the Haida, Canada and BC have
successfully implemented reconciliation to manage the globally significant Haida Gwaii
ecosystem,” said Haida Nation legal counsel, Terri-Lynn Williams-Davidson.

Stepping up to serve

“Harper’s decision is just plain wrong and not in the ‘national interest’ as claimed,” said Kil
tlaats ’gaa. “Reconciliation with the Haida Nation is in the national interest.” •
Photo: Michaela McGuire
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HaiCo has two new Haida board members. CHN Vice-president Trevor Russ announced that
Xiihliikingang April Churchill and Laanas Tamara Davidson were chosen from over a dozen
applicants following an intensive interview process.
“HaiCo has made significant progress since it started and I was impressed with the strategic
plan, the awards it has earned and the new economic partnerships it is building,” said new
board member Laanas, who also works as a program manager for Aboriginal Affairs. “I am
grateful for this opportunity to be a part of the HaiCo board.”
HaiCo board members serve two-year terms, and, with the recent restructuring, the board is
now made up of four Haida and four non-Haida members.
“I’m honoured to be selected to serve the Haida people through our nation’s corporation,”
said former CHN Vice-president Xiihliikingang. “At the House of Assembly, the Haida nation
established HaiCo for very specific purposes, we adopted a strategic plan, and the CHN directs
HaiCo’s annual work plan. I intend to ensure Haida and local people are hired for jobs and to
balance our economic needs and cultural requirements, while sitting on the board.” •
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Our
nation is networked
The Haida Nation press release re: Haida Nation Rejects Northern Gateway
reached 59,000 + people and was ‘shared’ 565 times on Facebook this past week.
The stunning photo taken at the Haida Heritage Centre at Kay Llnagaay by
Michaela McGuire, coupled with its direct message reached 170,000 + people
with 3,700 + ‘shares’ in the same period.
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Last month, human and environmental
rights lawyer from the BC Civil Liberties
Association, Josh Paterson, conducted
workshops in Gaauu Old Massett and
Hlgagilda Skidegate. Mr Paterson explained
how citizens can uphold their rights through
lawful protest. Many Islanders interested
in learning about their democratic rights
attended to gain legal knowledge of
protest situations. Mr Paterson advised
participants about safe protest strategies,
how to communicate with police safely and
respectfully, and legal principles that prepare
protesters to exercise their rights. •
Photo: Submitted

Council of the Haida Nation

Paterson talks protest

The Haida Fisheries Program and Haida Wild
Seafoods will continue to purchase halibut
and salmon until the allocated funds have
been exhausted. Please be advised that Haida
Wild will be accepting deliveries between
6 –7pm daily, until further notice.
Haida Fisheries has set the total allowable
catch target for halibut at 10,000 lbs and
the total allowable catch target for chinook
and coho at 10,000lbs. When this poundage
has been reached, the Haida Traditional

Harvest & Capacity Building Project will be
complete.
Any fishermen caught selling fish for
ineligible vessels and/or fishers, will have
their licences revoked and will not be eligible
for this program in the future. This will
include both vessels and owners. •
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All my relations
Intricate creatures teemed along the walls of
the temporary exhibits gallery at the Haida
Gwaii Museum: Waving, copper seaweed
intertwined with a busy school of herring that
pushed toward the verges of a cedar frame;
ceramic domes inscribed detailed maps of
geometric urchin shells; and enormous angel
wing mushrooms were frozen in flower. All
these art works charmed the eyes of watchful
monumental poles peering over them.
Around one hundred people gathered
to admire these elegant ceramic works by
Islands artist Darrell Oike at the Haida Gwaii
Museum this past April. Mr Oike, who has
worked in clay since 2000, displayed 23
works at “All My Relations”. The title of his
solo exhibition is translated from a Lakota
Sioux phrase “mitakuya oyasin.” The name
honours the creatures that inhabit Mr Oike’s
work, and acknowledges the universal
connection between all life. All the pieces
were inspired by personal interactions with
Haida Gwaii’s inhabitants. Mr Oike will
continue to share his passion with the world
as he attends La Meridiana International
School of Ceramics in Tuscany, Italy this July
with the help of a Gwaii Trust grant. •
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All aboard
The infant moon Peggy in the ice-rings of Saturn.

Baby moon

We tweet! Follow us @CHN_haidanation.

Western Maritime Institute, the students were
able to overcome many challenges to achieve
their goal.
The Haida Fisheries Program assisted
with recruitment, provided transportation for
the students from Skidegate, administrative
support to secure funding from TRICORP
and Gwaii Trust, and provided financial
support for those taking the course, either
by funding the courses or providing living
allowances. But none of this would have been
done without the collaborative effort between
Northwest Community College, Western
Maritime Institute, and the Council of the
Haida Nation.
The achievement of these ten students –
now captains – is one to be celebrated. Some
were able to start working as captains the
same day they completed their exams, while
others are now able to captain their own
fishing vessels. Congratulations to all on a job
well done! •

Haida Gwaii

Watchmen

The Watchman Program is happy that two
new, fully trained watchmen have joined
the team to guard heritage sites in Gwaii
Haanas this summer. From March 7th
until April 11th Nick Gladstone and Leora
McIntyre received thorough training,
earning certificates in Marine Emergency
Duties, Marine Radio Operation, Small
Vessel Operator Proficiency, Wilderness
First Aid, Bear Awareness, and Chainsaw
Safety. Kii’iljuus Barb Wilson also taught
them about traditional ecology and cultural
stewardship. Guest speakers included
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by Valine Crist
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During its 16-year, ongoing tour of our solar
system, a small robotic photographer passed
close to the planet Saturn in 2013. A year
later, on April 14, 2014, NASA announced the
camera-ready spacecraft “Cassini” is likely
to have witnessed the first steps of an infant
moon, birthed from the vibrant ice-rings of
Saturn. The tiny moon, “Peggy”, is estimated
at just one kilometre wide. Its lanky body is
comprised of thousands of icy meteors glued
together on the verges of Saturn’s rings.
Over the next decades this newcomer could
venture forth from its nest of space-rocks to
be inducted into Saturn’s extensive family of
62 moons.
Saturn also boasts the second largest
moon in the solar system – “Titan” – whose
thick, swirling atmosphere of smoggy, toxic
chemicals veils a crust of ice water and a
subterranean ocean. On Saturn’s surface, what
appear to be rows of vast, golden fields are
actually abyssal tempests of frigid hydrogen
clouds that swarm around the planet’s
immense mass. This stormy haze shrouds
vast seas of metallic hydrogen that buzz with
electrical currents. These marvels, along with
some of the most spectacular rings in the solar
system, were all investigated as the Cassini
space probe swung around Saturn’s colossal
gravity. •

Haida Gwaii has 10 new captains. From
January to March 2014, 10 fulltime students,
registered with the Western Maritime
Institute, tackled the Fishing Master Fourth
Class program at the Northwest Community
College campus in Masset. At the end of
the courses all of the students took the final
written and oral exams and all ten passed!
This is the first time in the program’s history
that a class has accomplished this.
The Fishing Master Fourth Class is a
Masters Licence and is required to operate
any fishing vessel – up to 100 gross tons
– in Canadian waters and up to 200 miles
offshore.
The program consisted of seven courses:
Chartwork and Pilotage Level 1; Marine
Advanced First Aid; Navigation Safety Level
1; Ship Construction and Stability Level 1;
Simulated Electronic Navigation – Limited;
GMDSS Restricted Operator Certificate –
MC; and Marine Emergency Duties A2. It
is also required that students have at least 12
months sea-time, within the past five years,
before the exam can be taken.
The students worked very hard, six days
a week for seven weeks. With the support
of the Haida Gwaii Literacy Society, and
instructor Captain Dave Milligan from

Reporting Out: Spring Session 2014

By Laina Bell, Haida Fisheries Program

Gwaaganad Diane Brown; Guujaaw;
Sgang gwaay Dolly Garza; Sgaana Jaads
K’yaa Ga Xiigangs Golie Hans; Sing.
giduu Laura Jormanainan; Captain Gold;
Satsan, Herb George; Gaajiiaawa Linda
Tollas; and Xiihliikingang April Churchill.
Mr Gladstone and Ms McIntyre joined
their colleagues in Gwaii Haanas for the
summer season on May 1st, when K’uuna
Llnagaay Skedans, Hlk’yah Gawga
Windy Bay, and Sgang Gwaay opened.
Watchmen remain at these village sites
until mid-September each year. •

Plenty of planning and preparation is
required leading up to CHN’s reporting
out sessions. Spring’s energy has people
buzzing around the Islands, many hurrying
into another year of food harvesting. Both
Copper Bay and Yakoun River were open the
weekend following the Spring Session, and
as all Islanders know, BC Ferries’ cuts are
impacting our lives. Some southern Haidas
heading to their fishing grounds at Copper
Bay have to take extra time off work to
accommodate the new ferry schedule. These
are just a few of the reasons that may have led
to the low citizen-turnout at the 2014 Spring
Session.

Executive Report
President Peter Lantin noted how few citizens
were in attendance, in his Executive Report.
“Why is there such a small turnout?” he
asked rhetorically. “We’re in a very difficult
time, Council is feeling the anxiety of what’s
ahead of us.” The President continued with
his report, outlining the urgency of cabinet’s
impending decision on the Northern Gateway
proposal. CHN reps, staff, hereditary chiefs,
and citizens in the community hall nodded
in agreement when he said that the Northern
Gateway is in the forefront of our minds.

2014 Haida Gwaii Youth Assembly
On a lighter note, President Lantin ended
his opening remarks with accolades for this
year’s Haida Gwaii Youth Assembly. With
about 120 youth participating this year, the
event has grown, giving all Islands youth an
opportunity to learn about the Haida nation’s
governance structure. “This event gets youth
together in a good way and allows them
to use their own voice. It’s a very positive
experience,” President Lantin reported. Team
Media miraculously produced two videos
that capture some of the dynamic learning
environment at the Youth Assembly. They
are available on YouTube: Haida Gwaii
Youth Assembly 2014 and HGYA 2014 –
Happy Dance.

HaiCo
Vice-president Trevor Russ added to the
Executive Report with updates from the
Haida-owned corporation, HaiCo. With
direction from the 2013 House of Assembly
(HOA) resolutions, HaiCo has opened an
office next to the Taan Forestry building
in Skidegate and has also obtained taxexemption for its employees. There were
two vacancies filled – one for outgoing board
member Reg Davidson, and the other a
new board position created through a board
restructuring – and Vice-president Russ
announced that April Churchill and Tamara
Davidson have been selected as the new
board members.
Note: HaiCo holds its own public
meetings, and is also required to submit
quarterly reports to the CHN.

Policy
The Haida Citizenship Project has been
meeting with Haida in Old Massett,
Skidegate, Vancouver, and Prince Rupert. The
purpose of the meetings is to gather baseline
information on Haida citizenship, both

on-Island and off-Island. The CHN Policy
Committee aims to submit a draft of this
information to the 2014 HOA.
Policy Committee Chair, Cynthia Samuels,
as well as other members of the committee
reported that they have been busy continuing
to review the resolutions processes, HOA
Rules of Procedure, and CHN Election
Regulations.

Heritage and Natural Resources
Citizens remain disgruntled by the logging
visible along the “settlement corridor” –
mainly between Masset and Port Clements,
and a few sites along the “Tlell stretch”.
Although most of these areas have buffer
zones compliant with the Land Use
Objectives Order, the clearings are an eyesore
for locals and tourists. Some citizens and
CHN representatives suggested the nation
find proactive solutions to clean up existing
sites, and recommended that CHN identify
ways to address concerns about further visual
quality impacts. This could include revisiting
existing agreements and ensuring that our
Reporting continued on page 6

HOA 2005
RESOLUTION 4: Oil and Gas Pipeline
Whereas: The proposed oil and gas
pipelines from Alberta to the West Coast
of Canada could have major impacts on
the lands and waters of Haida Gwaii, as an
oil and gas tanker traffic will have to pass
by or through the Haida Territory; and
Whereas: Any leakage, spills or discharge
may negatively impact the lives of flora
and fauna passing through, and will
negatively affect our abilities to exercise
our Aboriginal Title and Rights; and
Whereas: The proponent of these
pipelines and Enbridge have not consulted
with the Haida Nation regarding any
concerns we have about this project.

5

Therefore let it be resolved: That the
Council of the Haida Nation shall meet
with other First Nations who may be
affected by the proposed oil pipeline
by Enbridge, including the aboriginal
nation(s) who carries the rights to
those tarsands, and create solid, united
opposition.
Furthermore: The House of Assembly
October 2005 directs the CHN to make
this issue a top priority during the term
of office.
Moved by: Richard Russ
Second by: Michael Nicoll
CARRIED.
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objectives and visual quality values are fully
incorporated.

Fisheries
The 2014 Herring Storm seems to have
calmed after industry agreed not to fish roe
this year, but this agreement came with some
conditions. One was that a test survey be
conducted in Haida Gwaii waters this spring;
the results of that survey showed there were
less than 16,000 tonnes of herring. This is
half the amount Fisheries and Oceans Canada
predicted, but in line with CHN’s projections
for 2014 stocks.
Old Massett representative and Haida
Fisheries Program Chair, Robert Davis,
explained the Haida Traditional Harvest
and Capacity Building Project involving
salmon and groundfish. Fisheries staff are
implementing a pilot program that will
see SHN purchase traditionally harvested
foods, which will be processed at Haida
Wild Seafoods. CHN and Haida Wild will
distribute the processed fish to help promote
the processing facility.
This pilot program will build capacity by
giving employees the opportunity to develop
commercial cutting skills. It also gives Haida
Wild an opportunity to test new equipment
and recipes. The Fisheries Program hopes
to develop this initiative into a formal
mentorship of young fishermen to increase
opportunities within the commercial fisheries
(as per HOA resolution 2012-03).
At the pilot stage, this program is available
only in Old Massett, but if it is successful,
it will expand to include the south-end.
Harvesters are asked to contact the Haida
Fisheries Program in Old Massett for more
details: 250.626.3302. •

DID YOU KNOW?

While proposed LNG projects
sound huge and threatening, they
are just that – proposed. To date,
none of the proposals have final
investment decisions, and building
an LNG export from the ground up
would require a market demand.
China and Russia very recently
signed a 30-year trade agreement,
causing some question for the BC
government’s ambitious gas plans.

Photo: Haida Laas

Reporting from page 5

L-R: Shawn Edenshaw, Shawn Cowpar, Paige Atwell, Elija Washington, Stefanie Stephens, Pansy Collison, Kiefer Collison, Robert Bennett, Chelsea Gladstone, Caylene Bell, Percy Crosby ,
President Kil tlaats ’gaa Peter Lantin, Michael Berg, Shyanna Sawyer, Chavonne Guthrie, Kwiiaas Parnell, Donovan Hunter, Shania Williams, Ginn Waadluu un Uula Isdaa Ayagang Trevor
Russ, Ava Williams, Chasedy Young, Brandon Gosnell, Allan Davidson and Robert Davis.
Chief Sharleen Gale speaking at Tluu Xaadaa Naay.

Fort Nelson Chief Sharleen Gale
As the elected Chief of the Fort Nelson
First Nation, Sharleen Gale has an
enormous responsibility to uphold her
nation’s values amidst the provincial
government’s LNG agenda. In mid-April,
Ms Gale made a bold move for the future
of her nation when she respectfully asked
government representatives to leave the
Fort Nelson First Nation LNG Summit
being held in in her territory, and later
asked industry reps to leave the room, as
well. In what is now referred to as the “the
Fort Nelson incident”, Ms Gale gained
attention across Canada and helped bring
awareness to the tensions between First
Nations and the crown, and the uncertainty
surrounding BC’s rush to export LNG.
Today there are more than 12 LNG
projects proposed for northern BC. Each
one of the projects would see a significant
increase of fracking in Northeast BC,
the building of a pipeline across northern
BC and a massive LNG processing plant
on the Northwest Coast. In addition to
changes on the land, enormous LNG
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carriers would be seen plying the Hecate
Strait and Dixon Entrance.
The Fort Nelson First Nation could see
up to a 600% increase in fracking activity
in their territory by 2040 if proposed
LNG projects go ahead. The community,
located in the northern region of Treaty
8 territory, is already experiencing the
impacts of gas extraction, and the scale
of further LNG development proposed
by the province would amplify those
impacts. Like so many First Nations are
saying today, the Fort Nelson First Nation
is not opposed to development, but it has
to be done responsibly, with a long-term
vision to protect and benefit the next seven
generations.
As President Lantin explained, the Fort
Nelson delegation came to Haida Gwaii
because they want what we have – they
want to protect their land, joint-decision
making, revenue sharing, and a respectful
relationship with the crown in working
toward reconciliation. •

Haida Gwaii

Youth Assembly 2014
By Graham Richard

This May, residents of Hlgagilda were treated
to a hilarious performance of colourful antics
as teams of youth in colour-coded shirts
scrambled through the village, racing to finish
a scavenger-hunt-style photo challenge from
the Haida Gwaii Youth Assembly (HGYA).
Many of the event’s 120 youth participants
started off as virtual strangers, but were
brought together by the engaging challenges
of the intense May 8th-10th event. “I went
into [the photo challenge] not really knowing
who half the team members were,” explained
Youth Vice-president Stefanie Stephens, “but
the fun and continuous laughter of the activity
really brought connections between everyone.
It was definitely a high-point moment for
myself through those three days.”
A team of dedicated volunteers was ecstatic
to watch the youth of Haida Gwaii come
together again for the third HGYA – the first
was held in Old Massett in 1993. The 1993
event has been so influential that 20 years

later, a House of Assembly resolution made
the intensive three-day program an annual
event. The second and third youth assemblies
were held in 2013 and 2014.
Youth participants selected which of eight
teams they wanted to join: Forestry, Fisheries,
Energy, Finance, Communications, Art,
HaiCo, or Skidegate Band Council/Health.
Team leaders from each department guided
the youth through the various challenges.
The youth elected a council comprised of
youth reps, a vice-president, and a president:
• President: Donovan Hunter
• Vice-president: Stefanie Stephens
• North Reps: Caylene Bell, Paige
Atwell, Elija Washington and
Shania Williams
• South Reps: Ava Williams, Michael
Berg, Shyanna Sawyer and
Chavonne Guthrie
• Vancouver Rep: Chelsea Gladstone
7

and Kwiiaas Parnell.
• Prince Rupert Rep: Brandon Gosnell
and Chasedy Young
This year’s event really paid tribute to its
founder, Skilay Ernie Collison, who led the
first 1993 HYGA. “Team Skilay”, a special
team of adult facilitators, participated in
the event to show their support and provide
assistance when needed. At the closing
ceremonies, each adult selected one youth
that had displayed outstanding leadership
skills to join Team Skilay. “Skilay had a wideranging vision of the world that included the
youth expressing their point of view without
adult filters,” explained Gudee Gud Dlaaya
Vince Collison. “It was important for Skilay
to see us pass along knowledge but not to do
it lazily. Effort, commitment, hard work, and,
most of all, have fun! The energy of the youth
goes in many directions and the youth
Youth continued on page 9
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The winners!

Back L-R: Evan Garrett, Daylon Bell, Brad Setso, Elijah Washington, Raven Ryland, Giinawn Gibbard and Cole Sankey. Front row L-R: Jenna Shelford, Rebbecah Holte,
Chelsea Gladstone, Carol Ridley and Robert Russ.

Youth from page 7

Photo: Team Media

assembly helps to channel that energy into
some specific and amazing places.”
Colour-coded team shirts kept the event
vibrant. A panel of judges composed of CHN
representatives watched the proceedings,
dressed in foreboding black t-shirts. Teams
competed and were judged on punctuality,
time management, participation, team spirit,
creativity, and effective use of resources.
Bonus points were awarded to teams that
showed they were ’thinking outside the box’.
Teams were eager to impress, as the first
prize included $1000 and a CHN-hosted
circumnavigation of Haida Gwaii.
Kuuk’ Iiwaans Kiefer Collison, Jaad
Tlaw Paula Varnell, Jaasdalaas Harmony
Williams, and event facilitator Stan Wesley
formed a Youth Assembly working group to
organize event logistics. The working group
also designed challenges for the teams based
on specific learning outcomes. “We wanted
youth to be able to relate it all to real life and
what is actually happening in Haida Gwaii
in terms of decision making,” explained
Jaasdalaas. Challenges focused on education,
Xaad Kil, climate change, and sustainable
businesses.

On Friday morning, Mr Wesley explained
the first challenge. Each team was issued a
list of tasks that they had to complete, and
photograph, around Hlgagilda. The first
team to take the best photos, featuring things
like monumental poles, bingo at SHIP, and
Hlgaa K’aayhllna Balance Rock, would win.
Many of the tasks listed included Xaayda
Kil, and required some translation. Minutes
after explaining and distributing the photo
challenge, teams were scrambling into
vehicles to race around the village, and chaos
ensued.
Larger challenges required teams to create
one-minute informative and inspiring videos
about climate change. “We wanted to prepare
these kids for the decisions they will make
by the time they’re our age,” Jaasdalaas
explained. “If they can handle these issues
now, just imagine the future when it comes
their time.” Many participants learned a lot
about the risks and nature of climate change,
and after posting the videos online they taught
others about this enormous issue that the
global community is grappling with.
Teams were also challenged to develop a
business plan that would be profitable but also
respect the environment in Haida Gwaii and

contribute to sustainability. The suggestions
were wide-ranging, and sometimes surprising.
Team Communications suggested purchasing
newly-invented machines called “sea snakes”
that use ocean currents to generate electricity.
This would ensure the Islands were powered
autonomously, and eliminate the need for airpolluting diesel generators.
Finally, youth had to bring resolutions
before the House of Assembly. These
resolutions reflected the diverse concerns of
the participants. Team Energy proposed an
Islands-wide ban on plastic bags to reduce
pollution; Team Finance suggested expanding
the HGYA to invite youth from other coastal
First Nations; and Team Art wanted to enlarge
the George Brown Recreation Centre to
improve its weight room.
With so much work to do, the 3-day event
was exceptionally challenging for both young
participants and event organizers. But, as
Jaasdalaas explained, the heavy workload
was deliberately designed to reflect the actual
pressures and time constraints that youth will
face as future leaders. “These youth have
the ability to overcome some very difficult
Youth continued on page 10
Photo: Team Media

L-R: President of the Haida Nation Peter Lantin; Youth President Donovan Hunter; Youth Vice-president Stefanie Stephens; and Vice-president of the Haida Nation Trevor Russ.

L-R: Bella Perry, Michelle McLeod, Taylor Lantin, Laura Wilkins and Shania Williams.
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Youth from page 9
things we face today – these kids will be able
to handle them.”
After weighing all the challenges and the
extra efforts made by each team, the judges
announced that Team Fisheries had taken first
place! Win or lose, Team Fisheries leaders
Rob Russ and Yaahl Iiwaans Brad Setso had
already resolved to take their team to Langara
Island. But after Team Fisheries won the tour
around Haida Gwaii, they offered the trip to
the second place winners, Team SBC / Health.
Interestingly, the competitive nature of
HGYA seems to unite the Islands. “I’m
convinced that the HGYA has inspired the
youth of the Haida nation to work together
and stay connected on both the south and
north ends,” noted Vancouver rep Chelsea
Gladstone. “To add [to] that, they’ve also
included citizens such as myself, who don’t
live on Haida Gwaii anymore. At the youth
assembly we had Haidas from Rupert,

Vancouver, and Vancouver Island. It was the
perfect atmosphere to bring everyone together
– it will most definitely be a great way to
unify the nation.”
Masset Youth Rep Elijah Washington
agreed, saying, “As soon as we came together
everything clicked, even though most of the
people were strangers. [At the HGYA] there
are no more ‘Port people’ or ‘Sandspit people’
- we’re coming together to work as one.
We’re all getting closer.”
As the HGYA drew to a close, Mr Wesley
invited participants to comment with an
open mic. In response the youth participants
erupted into spontaneous songs and speeches.
Everyone joined in powerful dances, strong
rhythms lifted ancient and enduring songs,
and grateful youth offered their thanks
in beautiful speeches. “We saw so much
empowerment and growth in those three days,
with so many speaking out about finding their

voice,” Jaasdalaas commented. “One of the
most memorable things was the sharing of
our culture.”
“Watching the youth rise to the challenges
that were put in front of them at this year’s
youth assembly was one of the most
beautiful, spectacular things I have ever
witnessed” Kuuk’ Iiwaans exclaimed!
“Watching them work, watching them
bond and watching them thrive in such an
environment is rewarding on so many levels.
I am not worried about the future of the Haida
nation for I know for sure that we are in the
best hands possible.”
Team Media, a group of nine led by Nang
K’uulas Patrick Shannon, collected hundreds
of photos and videos from the action-packed
weekend. Video, interviews, and photos are
available online at haidanation.ca. •

Photo: Team Media

Photo: Team Media

Paddlers practice in Gaauu kaahlii Massett Inlet in preparation for the Qatuwas Canoe Festival at Bella Bella.

Qatuwas Canoe Festival

MC Stan Wesley with Duncan Rumak

Team Media member Taj Olsen sharing photos with Shyanna Sawyer.

“As soon as we came together
everything clicked...”
Elijah Washington
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On Saturday April 26th canoe paddlers from
Haida Gwaii destined for the Qatuwas Canoe
Festival in Bella Bella danced new, beautiful
masks and served traditional foods as part of
a fundraising campaign to cover the costs of
their journey. About 30 travelers will paddle
two 42-foot canoes to Bella Bella where they
will join over a hundred other canoes and
their teams of paddlers. Festival organizers
anticipate thousands of people, including
support crews and spectators, will attend the
festival during mid-July.
The Haida teams’ fundraising event at
Tluu Xaadaa Naay sold out as approximately
one hundred people crowded in to watch
dances, hear stories, and eat delicious food.
The teams raised over $2000, which included
proceeds from donations and a silent auction.
Dances featured six new masks, including
sun and moon masks by Jordan Seward,
and four small song-birds carved by Vernon
White, Christian White, Dino Davidson,

and Alan Weir.
To reach their goal of $26,000 the teams
will continue fundraising throughout the
summer, hosting a variety of events. So far,
a total of $6,400 has been raised through
their activities, which include bake sales and
catering.
The crews and canoes are due to depart
during the second week of July, and the crews
remain very busy carving paddles, preparing
their vessels, raising money, and practicing in
the waters of Gaauu Kaahlii Massett Inlet. •
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Making Movies
Haida Style
A five-year film project that will support
Haida language, contribute to the culture, and
create local employment has been launched
and is gaining momentum. The project will
develop a feature-film script based on Haida
stories and language, use Haida actors and
artists, and be filmed on Haida Gwaii.
The project is a partnership between
Leonie Sandercock (School of Community &
Regional Planning at UBC); the Council of
the Haida Nation; and Nunavut Independent
TV (a non-profit multimedia organization).
Part of the project also involves the Digital
Indigenous Democracy (DID) network
created in Nunavut by NITV. The network
has hundreds of hours of indigenous video
content that will become accessible to citizens
through the local cable and online.
In the first round of the project, story
workshops will be conducted with youth
and elders as a prelude to co-creating the
feature-film script based on these stories. This
process, itself, will also be filmed to make
a documentary as a contribution to research
about social and technological innovation in
indigenous community development.
In the second round, a feature film will
go into pre-production and be co-produced
by a Haida-owned production company that
will be created during the project. Two youth
teams will be working on the ground – one in
Skidegate and one in Old Massett – to get the
work done and move the project along.
The project is being overseen by a
management team consisting of:
•

Jason Alsop – Chair of the CHN
Communications Committee

•

Cynthia Samuels – CHN
Communications Committee
member

•

Babs Stevens – CAO, Skidegate
Band Council

•

TBA – Old Massett Village Council

•

Leonie Sandercock – community
planner, script writer, documentary
film maker, UBC

•

Jon Frantz – filmmaker, community
planner, producer, Kingulliit
Productions, NITV
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Sirens flash down the street as firefighters,
dressed in bulky uniforms that can withstand
blazing temperatures, rush from Gaauu to
a ‘fire’ in New Town. In Hlgagilda, another
‘fire’ blazes at Kay Llnagaay, and dedicated
firefighters hurry to rescue a vital stronghold
of Haida history. Two massive trucks, that
can conjure enough pressure to blast water
in powerful arcs high above the rooftops,
extinguish the simulated fires. Every Tuesday
committed fire fighters in Gaauu and
Hlgagilda practice for such scenarios to keep
their communities safe.
The Skidegate Fire Department has
eight volunteers, fully trained by the Justice
Institute of BC to achieve WorkSafeBC
standards. It boasts top-notch equipment,
including a beautiful fire truck whose
immense bulk can marshal 200 pounds of
pressure to fire water into the heart of a blaze.
While the SFD has expanded and improved
its ability to respond to fire threats over the
last few years, more of the community will
need to come together to keep Hlgagilda
safe from fires. Member and trainer Richard
Kennedy hopes to add an additional seven to
twelve members to maintain a complete 15to 20-person response crew for Hlgagilda.
Similarly, the firefighters of the Old
Massett Fire Department are highly trained to
respond to all kinds of emergency situations.

Did you know?
Xaadas Kil (Alaska): ts’íit’aa
Xaayda Kil (Hlgagilda): Ts’iidga
English: Big Skate
Latin: Raja Binoculata

Photos: Haida Laas – Graham Richard

Nozzle news

(Above) Old Massett Fire Department back row: Daryl Brown. Middle row L-R: Henry Williams, Peter White and
Maria White. Front row: Logan White. (Right) Skidegate Fire Department back row: (L-R) Richard Kennedy, Michael Mayr,
Peter Engel, Jay Murphy, Ernie Bellamy and Raven Engel. Kneeling: John Wesley.

The department in Gaauu boasts one of
the few female firefighters on the Island,
and also the youngest ‘firefighter’: sevenyear-old Logan White. Mr White regularly
attends practice. “My favourite part is I had to
pretend to be lost in a cupboard,” he explains.
Fire Chief Peter White says that regularly
practicing potentially real scenarios keeps
the department prepared to protect Gaauu’s
families. “We take it as real, so we don’t
goof around,” says the highly experienced
fire chief. “When I set it up I try and make
it as real as possible.” The OMFD regularly
assists in medical and fire emergencies, but
also struggles with numbers. Members report
that conditions could become dangerous in

Islands resident, “the Big Skate”, earns
its English name by being the largest
skate in the world, growing up to 7.9
feet long, with adult females weighing
about 200 pounds. Ts’íit’aa’s Latin name
refers to the two prominent and beautiful
‘eyespots’ on its wings. Ts’iidga lives in
ocean waters ranging from the Aleutian
Islands to Baja California, normally at
a depth of up to 390 feet. The deepest
level at which this skate has ever been
found showed it had endured pressures
at 2,600 feet below sea level. There,
at the ocean’s bottom, they love to
blanket themselves in the sediment of
bays, shelves, and estuaries, with just
their eyes showing. Unlike most skate
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the summer if too many firefighters leave
for summer jobs, and there are not enough
trained firefighters left in Gaauu.
In Canada, house fire fatalities among
First Nations are 10.4 times that of the
national average, but with a fully staffed
force dedicated to protecting our homes,
Haida Gwaii can stand out. If you wish to
be trained as a firefighter, please feel free to
attend practices on Tuesdays at 7pm at the fire
departments in Gaauu or Hlgagilda. If you are
interested, First Nations Emergency Services
will be holding a basic firefighter course this
September at SFD. •

species whose egg cases hold only one
child, it is not unusual for ts’íit’aa to share
their egg case with up to six siblings.
Like humans, ts’iidga babies gestate
for nine months, and females mature at
12-13 years old; most live between 15-26
years. Haida stories say that when raven
made Massett Inlet with his finger he saw
a canoe-load of women upset at a certain
place where there was a rapid current.
To resolve the problem, he took the nose
of a skate and made a mountain from
it. Look for the skate’s nose next time
you travel Massett Inlet. Read more in
the ‘Massett Series’ of Contributions to
the Ethnology of the Haida, recorded by
John R. Swanton.

CFN, CHN, GHG, HGFCP, KPNG & LNG

Clearing the air on carbon credits
Since 2000, CHN has contributed to the
cooperative efforts of Coastal First Nations
(CFN), a group that unites nine Pacific
Coast governments. CFN aims to uphold
strong environmental standards, empower
First Nations’ sovereignty over traditional
territories, and evolve local economies
through traditional and new industries. CFN’s
latest initiative is to create a regulated carbon
credit market with the hope of selling credits
to Liquid Natural Gas industries in Denendeh,
the territory also known as Northeastern BC.
CFN anticipates that, pending the creation of
a regulated carbon credit market in Denedeh,
CHN might expect to sell the 650,000 carbon
credits it has accumulated, for $15 - $20 per
tonne, potentially grossing up to $13,000,000.
CHN contributes to CFN by reducing
carbon dioxide pollution. CO2 pollution
from industrial activity unbalances Earth’s
atmosphere. This is leading to global
catastrophic climate change. CO2 pollution
and sequestration are measured in ‘carbon
credits’: one carbon credit equals one metric
tonne of carbon dioxide. During the 1997
United Nations Convention on Climate
Change in Kyoto, Japan, representatives
from around the world agreed to measure
greenhouse gas pollution in carbon credits.
If someone sequesters carbon dioxide from
the atmosphere, third parties can verify and
certify carbon credits for that person. CO2
polluters can buy these credits to offset
their own pollution. This system intends to
penalize carbon producers and reward carbon
reducers.
With the CFN, CHN jointly administers
carbon credits from areas protected by Haida
Gwaii’s Land Use Plan. New forests on
Haida Gwaii have created what are known
as ‘carbon sinks’. These forests sequester
considerable amounts of carbon from the
atmosphere. Discussion through CFN led the
government of BC to recognize that the Haida
own 80% of the carbon tonnes on Haida
Gwaii. So far, the Haida Gwaii Forest Carbon
Project has generated over 650,000 tonnes of
carbon credits from forests restored through
the Land Use Plan.

Christy Clark has promised the world the “cleanest LNG” and
proclaimed that this is a generational opportunity to reduce global
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. Ms Clark asserts that replacing
China’s reliance on coal will help reduce global pollution. Climate
scientists disagree, stating that the provincial government is
ignoring the lifecycle emissions of LNG development. Methane
(an extremely potent GHG) is released directly into the atmosphere
during fracking, and liquefying the fuel has raised significant
concerns for the health of the Kitimat airshed.
CFN hires others to verify and certify the
carbon credits it jointly administers with CHN
and with other member nations. The verifier,
Stantec, and certifier, KPNG, are companies
that adhere to carbon credit standards set
by the International Standards Organization
and the BC government’s Emissions Offset
Regulations. To maintain certification, carbon
credits must meet rigorous international
standards every year. CFN dedicated four
years to getting carbon credits verified and
certified for its members in the Central Coast,
southern coast, and Haida Gwaii.
To maximize bargaining power, CHN
and other CFN-member nations administer
their carbon credits through CFN. CFN will
sell carbon credits in two distinct markets:
individual consumers who voluntarily
purchase carbon credits to neutralize their
carbon footprint comprise the “voluntary
market”, and governments can also create
“regulated markets” by requiring major
polluters to purchase carbon credits.
Voluntary markets are far smaller than
regulated markets, and CFN currently sells
the credits at a price that ranges from $9 up
to $20 per carbon credit. CHN can use these
funds to manage protected areas.
Currently, there is no regulated market
in BC, so, at this point, there is no regulated
market in which CFN can sell carbon credits.
However, at the 2012 World Economic
Forum, Premier Christy Clark promised
13

her government would create the “cleanest
liquid natural gas in the world”. CFN is
working with the government of BC to
create a regulated carbon credit market, in
an attempt to mitigate some of the impacts
of proposed LNG. If LNG developers were
required to offset their carbon pollution, they
would invest more in pollution-reducing
technologies. According to CFN policy
consultant, Gary Wouters, this arrangement
could be a win for all sides: industry would be
encouraged to reduce pollution; CHN could
raise revenue for managing protected areas;
and Ms Clark’s government could begin
fulfilling its promise for the world’s “cleanest
LNG”.
CFN is interested in receiving community
feedback. To report on its carbon credit
strategies, CFN representatives plan to
visit Haida Gwaii in the fall for community
engagement sessions. The representatives will
discuss carbon credits and proposed liquid
natural gas development with community
members and ask for input.
CFN membership is completely voluntary
and includes: Metlakatla, Heiltsuk, Nuxalk,
Gitga’at, Kitasoo/Xai’xais, Wuikinuxv,
Skidegate, Old Massett, and the CHN. Haida
representatives are kil tlaats’gaa Peter Lantin
for CHN, Ken Rea for Gaauu, and Sk’aal
Ts’iid for Hlgagilda. •
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Fishing stories of Haida elders reveal how bountiful Haida Gwaii’s
marine ecosystems were at peak health. Because they witnessed Haida
Gwaii ecosystem decline over the course their lifetime, elders’ stories
emphasize the importance of effective and responsible management of
ocean resources. In response to this need for improved and integrated
marine management, the Haida Gwaii marine plan was developed
by CHN and BC in consultation with elders, scientists, local
experts, and the general public. The Haida Gwaii marine planning
process “identifies acceptable marine uses that support sustainable
communities on Haida Gwaii while protecting and, where necessary,
restoring marine ecosystems”, Today, a draft Haida Gwaii Marine Plan
reflects 169 pages of traditional, local, and scientific knowledge.
The Haida Gwaii Marine Plan is one of four plans that together
cover much of the North Pacific coastline. The MaPP (Marine
Planning Partnership) study area is divided into four sub-regions:
the North Coast, Central Coast, North Vancouver Island, and Haida
Gwaii. MaPP was established by 18 coastal First Nations – inclusive
of the CHN, and the provincial governement.
To lay a foundation for the Haida Gwaii Marine Plan, trained
interviewers gathered the extensive knowledge about the ocean held
by Haida citizens, including many elders. The results of this work
are documented in three volumes of the Haida Marine Traditional
Knowledge Study. The planning team sought guidance from the Haida
Marine Work Group, which includes representatives from hereditary
leaders, CHN, Old Massett Village Council, Skidegate Band Council,
and the Haida public. To complement this input, members of the
Haida Gwaii Marine Advisory Committee, including recreational,
commercial, and traditional harvesters, contributed ecological and
commercial knowledge to the process. Finally, residents of Haida
Gwaii provided feedback in general public meetings held in Gaauu,
Hlgagilda, K’il Llnagaay Sandspit and Gamadiis Llnagaay Port
Clements from April 14th - 17th. Public feedback was collected online,
in person, and by mail until May 21st.
Project Manager Nang Jingwas Russ Jones describes how the
Haida Gwaii Marine Plan will complement the current Land Use
Plan. “Our focus is to protect oceans around Haida Gwaii,” Nang
Jingwas explains. “The land-use plan protects the land and MaPP
is our first step doing that on the water.” By identifying candidate
marine protected areas, the Marine Plan seeks to extend protection to
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Tang.gwan Kuuyada dii – protecting the ocean
“We eat practically everything out of the ocean;
that’s why it’s so very important to us – not only us,
to everybody in the world. If everything is depleted
then what are we going to have? [Seafood was] the
healthiest and safest in the ocean at one time, but
now it’s getting polluted, too. But still, Haida Gwaii
here, is the last frontier. The food out here is still
fantastic. After everything’s depleted, then what are
we left with? So we have to protect it, that’s all there
is to it.”
		

T’lasgun Paul Pearson

• You can access the full 169-page draft
Haida Gwaii Marine Plan, the 12-page
summary, and the Haida Marine Traditional
Knowledge Study at haidanation.ca. •
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Back row L-R: Chris Adams, Vern Williams, Roy Collison, Sera Pryce, Patricia Moore, Paula Varnell, Peter Eppinga, Vince Collison and Harmony Williams. Front row L-R: Jordan
Stewart, Samantha Derrick, Rebeccah Holte, Carol Ridley, Khataya Brown, Giinawn Gibbard, Elijah Washington, Michelle McLeod and Stefanie Stephens.

Xuge xaw7aa!

This year’s Haida Gwaii Youth Assembly
was a tremendous success as a result of
the many, many people who volunteered,
worked tireless hours, and attended
showing their support. Thank you to the
community of Skidegate for hosting this
year’s Assembly.
Many big xaw7aa’s to everyone: to
Kevin Brown, Vince Collison and Sean
Brennan for bringing all our supplies
to Skidegate and taking care of all our
audio needs; to Rediscovery and Chris
Adams for your support in transporting,
chaperoning and helping at the Assembly;
to Richard Matthews, our bus driver!; to
Skidegate Band Council and Skidegate
Youth Council for the use of your space
to house our youth – you took such good
care of us!
Xaw7aa to Team Skilay 2014: Vern
Williams, Roy Collison, Paula Varnell,
Seraphine Price, Patricia Moore, Chris

Adams, Peter Eppinga and Vince
Collison. It’s such an honour to be a part
of such an amazing team.
Xaw7aa to the Elders, Hereditary
Leaders, spectators and visitors who came
to honour our youth during the Assembly;
the Haida Health Center for all your
support in organizing the event; Paula
Varnell for her tireless work in organizing
the Assembly this year; Kris Olsen and
the QCC Youth Center for hosting the
youth dance and all your support in the
event; and to all the volunteers who
showed up every day to help.
Xaw7aa to all our all our team
leaders, Haida Nation representatives
and Skidegate Band Councillors who
contributed so much to our youth during
the three days of the Assembly.
Xaw7aa to Guujaaw, Diane Brown,
Colin Richardson and Arnie Bellis for
taking the time to share your experiences
at Athlii Gwaii, Lyell Island, with our
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youth. It was an honour to sit with you
and hear your words.
Of course a huge xaw7aa to our event
MC Stan Wesley! And to all our youth
who participated, struggled through the
stress of grueling team challenges and
stuck together as a team when things got
tough! Congratulations to all teams!
Last and certainly not least, xaw7aa TO
THE COOKS!
Harmony Williams
Design by Tyson Brown

the ocean just as the Land Use Plan protected specific forests. This
protection supports a long-term vision for the Islands’ prosperity.
Governing marine resources locally will also make management
structures more accessible to Haida Gwaii residents. As Nang
Jingwas points out, “Local governance sets the stage for more local
decision making. It uses better information and recognizes that a lot of
decisions made off-Island aren’t necessarily the best for local needs.”
Plan amendments can be proposed at any time, and formal reviews
of the plan will be held every 3 - 5 years. This ensures that decisionmakers can adapt quickly to new information.
CHN and BC are now reviewing feedback on the draft Haida
Gwaii Marine Plan. Ratification of the plan by CHN and BC is
expected at the end of June. An implementation agreement and
work plan will highlight priority issues and identify the next steps to
translating the Marine Plan into actions on the ground.
Diligent environmental stewardship on Haida Gwaii ensures that
the land and waters our ancestors entrusted to Haidas can continue
to be passed on. According to ancestral stories, some of the first
people were derived from the air and earth, but they vanished.
Only the descendants of those who came out of the ocean survived.
Recognizing this kinship with the ocean emphasizes our duty to show
care and stewardship to marine environments. As Gwaaganad Diane
Brown explains, “That’s how you should treat the ocean, as your
relative. It’s what gave you life. Just as women give birth and give
life, the ocean gave us life this time around. And as we all revere our
mothers and grandmothers, so we should all
revere the tang.gwanaay – the ocean.”
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[An excerpt from]
Mammals of the Queen Charlotte Islands.

by Rev. J.H. Keen, Massett, QCI [sic]
September 15, 1897.
3. Sea otter. Enhydris lutris. Some seasons as many as ten of these valuable
animals have been taken off our western coast, but of late they seem to have
become scarce, for last year not a single animal was killed. It is usually met
with some way out from shore, and the Haidas always hunt for it in considerable force, several canoes combining for the purpose. These canoes, each
manned by five or six men (and sometimes women), disperse over the locality
selected, and, upon a sea-otter being sighted, the hunters make all the noise
they can both by shouting and firing, the object being to make the otter dive
as quickly as possible. Noting the direction for which he heads as he goes
down, they paddle forwards [with] all speed to where he is likely to come up.
On his appearance the noise is repeated and he instantly dives again. These
tactics are continued until the animal becomes exhausted for want of breath,
and remains above water long enough to allow of steady aim being taken at
him. In this way an otter once sighted is seldom permitted to escape. Formerly
bows and bone-headed arrows were used in killing the sea otter; now old
“Hudson’s Bay” muskets liberally charged with balls are found to be the most
effective. The Haidas are quite alive to the desirability of preventing the total
extinction of this valuable animal, but unfortunately they are not the only
Indians frequenting the otters’ haunts here, and other Indians are not so
scrupulous.
The Haidas say the sea otter lives on the large mussels found on the rocks far
out at sea, and breaks them with the aid of a stone. They also maintain that
the animal always swims on its back, and that it sleeps on kelp beds, where it
closes its nostrils with its paws to prevent the entrance of sand hoppers. It is
said to be much less active in the water than the fur-seal.
Editor’s Note: The original hand-written 6-page document entitled “Mammals of
the Queen Charlotte Islands” was found in the Newcombe Collection of the BC
Archives. It was discovered by Pat Bartier (Gwaii Haanas) and the text was
transcribed verbatim by Norm Sloan (Gwaii Haanas).
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